Call for papers:
Questions and problems of perspectives of art, respectively „end of arts“...

Institute of Aesthetics and Art Culture of Faculty of Arts of University of Presov in Presov and Society for Aesthetics in Slovakia (SPES) invites you after the first event of the "cycle" of international scientific conferences held on 18-20 May 2018 in the High Tatras, to a scientific conference with the theme:

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS OF PERSPECTIVES OF ART RESPECTIVELY “ENDS OF ART” IN THE AESTHETIC, ARTISTIC AND PHILOSOPHIC THEORIES

No.: II.

Following the re-evaluation of the "Hegelian" theories and theories of romanticism that was dominant during the first conference (emphasis was placed on the theories and artistic realities of the 18th and 19th centuries), actual call for papers is primarily (but not exclusively) concerned with the theoretical concepts in the chronological order primarily); approaches and methods, as well as the artistic realities of the 20th and 21st centuries.

The purpose of scientific events is to turn attention to the philosophical, aesthetic, artistic and artistic-critical theories that reflect and explain or otherwise theorise artistic events in the period mentioned; methodologically justify the importance of its past, present and prejudice the future of art and its sense of man. We want to explore and critically re-evaluate those philosophical, aesthetic, arts-studies and arts-historical theories and conceptions which reason the inevitable “art history end” and “art end” in general. We are going to focus on the concepts and relevance of these theories arguments that argue for an ongoing “art history”, as well as the ongoing artistic creation and art (from the Romantic period up to present) perception significance. We primarily want to focus on the relevancy and heuristic productivity of especially those aesthetic theories research, which clarify an art face from the point of view of their methodology, terms and communication with arts-studies approaches; they illuminate art´s aesthetic potential, consequences of perception of art in consciousness, thinking and potential present- day one’s action. We look forward to turning our attention to the theories that in their approaches argue “the future of art” and its perspective from the point of view of the creator and perceptor, the criticism of those theories that argue the various forms of "ends" of art and the emptying of its meaning; and those theories arguing the continuing development of art and its meaning in the 20th and 21st centuries.
Call for papers:
Questions and problems of perspectives of art, respectively „end of arts“...

**Topic:** *Aesthetic theories of the 20th and 21st century reflecting the state and perspectives of art, including the potential “ends of art”*

Conference date: **17th – 19th May 2019**
Venue of conference: High Tatras
Application form deadline: **10th April 2019**

**Scientific Committee:**
Prof. dr. P. J. Przybysz – University of Gdansk, Poland
Prof. PhDr. T. Hlobil, PhD. – Charles university, Prague, Czech Republic
Prof. PhDr. P. Michalovič, CSc. – Comenius University in Bratislava, Slovak Republic
Prof. PhDr. O. Sisáková, CSc. – University of Presov in Presov, Slovak Republic
Prof. PhDr. J. Sošková, CSc. – University of Presov in Presov, Slovak Republic

**Organizing Committee:**
Mgr. Jana Migašová, PhD.
Mgr. Adrián Kvokačka, PhD.
Mgr. Lukáš Makky, PhD.
Mgr. Lenka Bandurová, PhD.
Mgr. Anna Juhaščíková

**Abstract registration:** jana.soskova@ff.unipo.sk, lukas.makky@unipo.sk

The conference is implemented as part of VEGA project no. 1/0531/17 150 Years of “The End of Art” in Reflections and Analyzsis of Philosophical, Aesthetic and Artistic Theories